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Awning Works Inc.

Since 1985, owned and operated in Pinellas County by the same family, Awning Works Inc. has been the premier awning manufacturing company in the Tampa Bay area. We design, manufacture and install both custom and pre-engineered industrial, commercial and residential awnings as well as numerous custom architectural products. Our region of service is now throughout the U.S. and includes the Caribbean Islands. Our membership with the Industrial Fabrics Association International network offers us the latest information in product design and construction as well as a worldwide team of experts in the world of textiles.

We offer a broad product line of exterior and interior sun control products, hurricane protection and signage. We are also a certified dealer for Hunter Douglas window treatments and building products. Additionally, we are a KE Durasol provider with a full line of retractable sun control products. Our sign division can custom design and fabricate many different sign styles as well as offer Watchfire LED components. Awning Works Inc. has won national recognition and received acclaim for many of our projects throughout America, including locally at the St Petersburg Pier. We are proud to have provided our products at NAS JAX, MacDill, Parris Island and Camp Pendleton military bases, Walt Disney World and Universal Studios Orlando, as well as several local businesses including Eckerd College, Busch Gardens, Tampa General Hospital, Florida Hospital and St. Anthony’s.

We are a family-owned business that prides itself in our ability to manufacture quality products, offer superior customer service, and exceed our customers’ reliability expectations. From CAD drawing design and structural engineering to manufacturing and installation we insure that we provide both quality and an on-time delivery.

Awning Works Inc. offers clients a unique opportunity to work with a family enterprise that also provides operations in general construction contracting through ABuilt Inc., e-commerce, web development and internet marketing through Refueled Inc. and online fabric as well as outdoor living products through Patio Lane.

Please visit our showroom and manufacturing facility located in Clearwater, Florida, displaying our many product lines as well as thousands of fabrics sold by the yard.
Trusted Brands

- Sunbrella
- Textilene
- Somfy
- Tempotest
- Lexan
- Watchfire

High Profile Projects

- Serge Ferrari
- KE
- Kynar
- Florida Seating
- Superior
- Aloft Hotels
- Hyatt
- Legoland Florida Resort
Fabric Awnings

DOORS & WINDOWS

• Structural welded aluminum frame
• Reduce glare, sunlight & heat
• Reduce energy & cooling costs
• 100s of different fabrics to choose from
• Tenara lifetime thread
• 10 year fabric warranty
• Choose from: traditional, dome, casement, convex and open wing
Fabric Awnings
Fabric Awnings
RETRACTABLE AWNINGS

- Retractable lateral arm awnings utilize a high-tension arm spring system that keeps awning fabric taut
- Choose 5-year-warranted Somfy® motors with wind & sun sensors or manual operation (on selected retractables)
- Add drop shade for additional sun protection and privacy to the front of your retractable
- 100s of fabrics to choose from
- Limited lifetime warranty
Fabric Awnings
Fabric Awnings
Fabric Awnings
SHADE SAILS

- Commercial grade, 10 year mesh fabrics
- High frequency welded and/or Tenara thread
- Nylon & aluminum reinforced corners & edges
- Integrated aluminum plate edge reinforcement
- Marine grade nickel plated brass grommets
- Galvanized & stainless steel tensioning systems
- Powder coated steel or aluminum post supports
Fabric Shade Solutions

RETRACTABLE ROOFS

• Choose wall mount or stand-alone
• Integrated optional rainwater drainage feature
• Ferrari® 602 fabric blocks 100% of UV light, eliminates shadow lines of droppings and debris
• Width dimension up to 42’-8” in a single unit, virtually unlimited with multiple units
• Projection dimensions up to 26’-3”
• Aluminum hood protects fabric when retracted
• Enclose with optional manual and motorized drop screens
• Optional integrated lighting and audio systems
• Limited Lifetime Aluminum Frame Warranty
• 5 year Fabric and Motorization Warranty
RETRACTABLE PERGOLA COVERS

- Billowed Sunbrella® canvas or open mesh shade fabric
- Uniform and controlled billow lengths
- Fabric concealed aluminum cross supports
- Gore Tenara® limited lifetime sewing thread
- Stainless steel cabling and marine fittings
- Marine nickel grommets for drainage
- Marine Dacron cord open and closure pulley system
- Anodized, Kynar or powder coated finishes
- Welded fabric seams on large units
Retractable Roof Pergolas

Isola 2

• Designed to be a flat, freestanding or appending roof system

• At up to 18’ wide with a max projection of 29’-6”, the Isola 2 can cover a large outdoor area

• Wind resistance guaranteed up to class 6, but not made to withstand the weight of snow

• Accessorize with lights, zip solar shades, glass screens and the Somfy® sun, wind or rain sensor
KEDRY

- Designed with adjustable articulated louver blades instead of fabric
- For widths up to 13’, with projection up to 26’
- Built-in gutters
- Powder-coated aluminum framework
- Wind, snow and rain sensors available
- LED lighting available
- Choose to enclose with screens or windows
Aluminum Shade

TRADITIONAL CLAMSHELLS

• Very affordable
• Maintenance free and rust free
• Custom sized to your windows and doors
• Choose from 15 colors – solid or striped
• Adjustable side arms raise awning up to 90 degrees out.
• Collapsible for storm protection (Clamshell awnings are NOT hurricane rated.)
Aluminum Shade

TRELLIS & TRELLIS COVERS

• Structural welded aluminum frame
• Pre-engineered or custom designed
• 20 year paint finish guarantee
• Custom & fixed retractable screens
• Add integrated gutters with leaf guard
• Supports screen enclosures
• Stainless steel and rust resistant hardware
• Won’t attract termites
• Trellis patio covers support ceiling fans
• Trellis patio covers include optional skylights or recessed lighting
BAHAMA SHUTTERS

• Structural welded aluminum frame
• Welded or mechanical designs
• Corrosion resistant
• Closes & locks to your home for protection
• Adjustable shade settings
• Fixed or hinged operation
• Decorative or high velocity wind load designs
• Louver blades available in 2”-5 1/2” profiles
• Anodized, Kynar or powder coat finishes
Shutters
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HURRICANE SHUTTERS

- NOA approved products
- Storm panels, accordion shutters, roll shutters
- Engineered plywood panels
- Stainless steel hardware & removable tracks
- Insect screen options
Louvered Sunshades

AIRFOILS

• Pre-engineered or custom designed
• Structural welded aluminum frame
• Cantilever, arm and post designs
• Airfoil blades available in 2”-14” designs
• Variety of blade and outrigger styles available
• Custom extruded aluminum perimeters
• Custom fin and outrigger profiles
• Anodized, Kynar or powder coated finishes
• Minimize solar heat gain while reducing cooling costs and energy use
• Finishes with up to a 20 yr. warranty to match or contrast with any wall construction
• Distinctive architectural design
**SOLAR SCREENS**

- Optimal energy savings by reducing cooling costs up to 33%
- Preserve window views from the inside
- High grade stainless steel fastener hardware
- Can fully retract into a self-storing cassette housing
- Optional locking front bar (stainless steel rod only) permits unit to withstand moderate wind
- Widths up to 26'-0” with height dimensions up to 16'-0”
- Sun, rain and insect proof
- Motorized or manual operation
- Frame and fabric color options
- 10 year Frame Warranty
Exterior Window Shades
ROLL CURTAINS

- Provides privacy from the outside, while preserving window views from the inside
- Provides protection from the weather
- Can assist in blocking outside noise
- Manual or motorized
- 10 year frame and up to 10 year fabric warranty
- Minimizes entry of insects
- High grade stainless steel fastener hardware
Interior Window Treatments

FROM HUNTER DOUGLAS, LAFAYETTE, BALI, GRABER® & LEVOLOR®

• Lifetime warranty
• Manual or remote operated
• Plantations shutters
• Aluminum blinds
• Venetian, vertical & mini blinds
• Silhouette & Duette honeycomb shades
• Wood & composite blinds & shutters
• Contract pricing: quotes in 48 hours
• Customize most any product
• Fast delivery: custom contract shades can be delivered in 2-3 weeks
• We can quote professional installation depending on project scope anywhere in the US
DOCK CANOPIES

• Low profile design (neighbor friendly)
• Low maintenance - aluminum frame & stainless hardware
• Provide shade & protection
• Reduce glare, sunlight & heat
• 100s of different fabrics to choose from
• 10 year fabric warranty
• We also make boat covers & boat cushions
INTERIOR & EXTERIOR

- Welded & mechanical systems
- Aluminum and stainless steel construction
- Anodized, Kynar or powder coated finishes
- Stainless steel tension cable designs
Railings
DRAPES, PILLOWS & CUSHIONS

• Up to a 10 year guaranty from Glen Raven and a 5 year workmanship warranty from us
• Drapes provide a UV protection factor of 98%
• Unaffected by moisture and natural temperature extremes
• Fade and water resistant
• Resists stains, mildew & rot
• Perfect for any lanai, screened rooms or gazebo
• We have a complete line of outdoor fabrics in acrylic, vinyl and polyester that are available in hundreds of styles and colors.
Outdoor Living
Structural Umbrellas

SKYSPAN | Modern Shade

Innovative, yet stylish, Skyspan shade structures are perfect for poolside retreats and outdoor dining spaces. Designed to withstand high winds and provide excellent shade protection, our structural umbrellas include center post and cantilever options as well as retractable capabilities. Sleek and efficient, Skyspan umbrellas and cabanas can be customized with printing and come in a variety of fabric and frame color options.

FEATURES

• Fully retractable and wind-tested to 75mph
• 56 canopy color options
• 26 powder coat finishes
• Square, rectangle and hexagon configurations
Services

• Cleaning & maintenance
• Recovers & repairs
• Custom projects
• Sewing & fabrication
• Aluminum welding
• Design and photo renderings
“The awnings look great! We are extremely pleased with the quality of the construction and installation.”

Bob

“We were most satisfied with the work performed on both the awnings in the back and the storm panels on the front door. They were both very professional and respectful and listened to any concerns or questions that we had. We appreciate their promptness, as well as their attention to detail. Thank you, we will be sure to refer you all in the future and call on you should we need any other work performed.”

Shannon Kula

“Both awnings look excellent! Thanks for your selection ideas for color and style. Both my wife and I hope to do business with you in the future.”

Randy Ferrerra

“Your company delivered our side door awning last week and it looks great. The quality and workmanship are first rate. This was the third job you have done for us, and I have to tell you it is a pleasure to do business with Awning Works. The people who work with you are terrific, Ron in particular stands out. The canvas for our boat, that he installed over five years ago, is still in great shape. You can be sure we will call you the next time we have a need.”

Michael and Judy Welch

“I am really enjoying the awnings that were recently installed. I have received many compliments on them and the size and placement works well, as does the style and color. The installer was very polite and professional and did a beautiful job. He touched up the paint after the old awning was removed, and cleaned up thoroughly.”

Tamara Sullivan
Gallery
Awning Works ownership, a family enterprise, is as active today in daily operations as we were in 1985 and our key personnel – some of whom are family friends – have been employed with us for over 18 years.

**Steven A. Schechner – President** steve@awningworksinc.com
Steve lends 35 years of design, manufacturing and corporate management expertise founded in a history of construction and aerospace technology career experience. He took a small, local awning company and in 28 years, has turned it into a nationally recognized sun control supplier.

**Jarrett J. Schechner – Vice President** js@awningworksinc.com
Certified Class A Contractor
As the first company contact with our customers, Jarrett brings 18 years of success to every project. His knowledge of the industry and hands-on experience offers each of our customers an educated product consultation. Once a project is on board, Jarrett's focus is dedicated to customer satisfaction and controlled project management. Jarrett is published in the IFAI’s Specialty Fabric Review and has judged award winning awning projects.

**Jeremy Schechner – Vice President** jeremy@awningworksinc.com
Jeremy's diverse talent brings product designs and visions to reality through his creative CAD, graphic and web design experience. His knowledge of the latest available design concepts is combined with his understanding of required codes and standards, creating the first-rate products which have gained Awning Works Inc. its long lasting reputation.

**Wendy Schechner – Vice President** wendy@awningworksinc.com
Wendy is a graduate of the University of Central Florida and oversees our commercial and residential marketing. She likes to cross promote client projects so that our customers receive reciprocating marketing in the form of increased web presence, blogs, and social media connections. She is actively involved in the development of training and her commitment is to continually add high quality products that diversify our client offerings.